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Abstract
Growing amount of comments make online
discussions difficult to moderate by human
moderators only. Antisocial behavior is a com-
mon occurrence that often discourages other
users from participating in discussion. We pro-
pose a neural network based method that par-
tially automates the moderation process. It
consists of two steps. First, we detect inapp-
ropriate comments for moderators to see. Se-
cond, we highlight inappropriate parts within
these comments to make the moderation fas-
ter. We evaluated our method on data from a
major Slovak news discussion platform.

1 Introduction

Keeping the discussion on a website civil is im-
portant for user satisfaction as well as for legal
reasons (European court of human rights, 2015).
Manually moderating all the comments might be
too time consuming. Larger news and discussion
websites receive hundreds of comments per mi-
nute which might require huge moderator teams.
In addition it is easy to overlook inappropriate
comments due to human error. Automated soluti-
ons are being developed to reduce moderation time
requirements and to mitigate the error rate.

In this work we propose a neural network ba-
sed method to speed up the moderation process.
First, we use trained classifier to automatically de-
tect inappropriate comments. Second, a subset of
words is selected with a method by (Lei et al.,
2016) based on reinforcement learning. These se-
lected words should form a rationale why a com-
ment was classified as inappropriate by our model.
Selected words are then highlighted for modera-
tors so they can quickly focus on problematic parts
of comments. We also managed to evaluate our so-
lution on a major dataset (millions of comments)
and in real world conditions at an important Slo-
vak news discussion platform.

2 Related work

Inappropriate comments detection. There are
various approaches to detection of inappropriate
comments in online discussions (Schmidt and
Wiegand, 2017). The most common approach is
to detect inappropriate texts through machine le-
arning. Features used include bag of words (Bur-
nap and Williams, 2016), lexicons (Gitari et al.,
2015), linguistic, syntactic and sentiment featu-
res (Nobata et al., 2016), Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation features (Zhong et al., 2016) or comment
embeddings (Djuric et al., 2015). Deep learning
was also considered to tackle this issue (Badjatiya
et al., 2017; Mehdad and Tetreault, 2016).

Apart from detecting inappropriate texts, mul-
tiple works focus on detecting users that should be
banned (Cheng et al., 2015) by analyzing their po-
sts and their activity in general (Adler et al., 2011;
Ribeiro et al., 2018a), their relationships with ot-
her users (Ribeiro et al., 2018b) and the reaction
of other users (Cheng et al., 2014) or modera-
tors (Cheng et al., 2015) towards them.

Interpreting neural models. Interpretability of
machine learning models is common requirement
when deploying the models to production. In our
case moderators would like to know why was the
comment marked as inappropriate.

Most of the works deal with interpretability
of computer vision models (Zeiler and Fergus,
2014), but progress in interpretable text proces-
sing was also made. Several works try to ana-
lyze the dynamics of what is happening inside
the neural network. Karpathy et al. (2015); Au-
bakirova and Bansal (2016) focus on memory
cells activations. Li et al. (2016a) compute how
much individual input units contribute to the fi-
nal decision. Other techniques rely on attention
mechanisms (Yang et al., 2016), contextual de-
composition (Murdoch et al., 2018), representa-
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tion erasure (Li et al., 2016b) or relevance pro-
pagation (Arras et al., 2017). Our work uses the
method by Lei et al. (2016), which selects co-
herent subset of words responsible for neural ne-
twork decision. The authors use this model to ex-
plain multi-aspect sentiment analysis over beer re-
views and information retrieval over CQA system.

In the domain of detecting antisocial behavior
Pavlopoulos et al. (2017) used attention mecha-
nism to interpret existing model. Their work is the
most relevant to ours, but we use other datasets as
well as other, more explicit, technique for model
interpretation.

3 Interpretable Neural Moderation

We propose a method to speed up the moderation
process of online discussions. It consists of two
steps:

1. We detect inappropriate comments. This is a
binary classification problem. Comments are
sorted by model confidence and shown to the
moderators. In effect after this initial filtering
moderators work mostly with inappropriate
comments which improves their efficiency.

2. We highlight critical parts of inappropriate
comments to convince moderators that selec-
ted comments are indeed harmful. The mo-
derators can then focus on these highlighted
parts instead of reading the whole comment.

3.1 Step 1: Inappropriate comments
detection

We approach inappropriate comments detection as
a binary classification problem. Each comment is
either appropriate or inappropriate. We use recur-
rent neural network that takes sequence of word
embeddings as input. The final output is then
used to predict the probability of comment being
inappropriate. We use RCNN recurrent cells (Bar-
zilay et al., 2016) instead of more commonly
used LSTM cells as they proved to be faster to
train with practically identical results. This part of
our method is trained in supervised fashion using
Adam optimization algorithm.

3.2 Step 2: Inappropriate parts highlighting
Our method implements (Lei et al., 2016). It can
learn to select the words responsible for a decision
of a neural network called rationale without the
need for word level annotations in the data.

The model processes comment word embed-
dings x and generates two outputs: binary flags z
representing selection of individual words into ra-
tionale which is marked (z, x) and y being proba-
bility distribution over classes appropriate / inapp-
ropriate. The model is composed of two modules:
generator gen and classifier clas called also enco-
der in the original work.

Generator gen. The role of generator is to se-
lect words that are responsible for a comment be-
ing in/appropriate. On its output layer it generates
probabilities of selection for each word p(z|x). A
well trained model assigns high probability scores
to words that should form the rationale and low
scores to the rest. In the final step these probabi-
lities are used to sample binary selections z. The
sampling layer is called Z-layer.

Due to sampling in Z-layer gen graph beco-
mes non-differentiable. To overcome this issue the
method uses reinforcement learning method cal-
led policy gradients (Williams, 1992) to train the
generator.

Classifier clas. clas is a softmax classifier that
tries to determine whether a comment is inapprop-
riate or not by processing only words from rati-
onale (z, x).

Joint learning. In order to learn to highlight
inappropriate words from inappropriate comments
we need gen and clas to cooperate. gen selects
words and clas provides feedback on the quality
of selected words. The feedback is based on the
assumption that the words are selected correctly if
clas is able to classify comment correctly based
on the rationale (z, x) and vice versa.

Furthermore, there are some conditions on the
rationale: it must to be short and meaningful (the
selected words must be near each other) what is
achieved by adding regularization controlled by
hyperparameters λ1 (which forces the rationales
to have fewer words) and λ2 (which forces the se-
lected words to be in a row). The following loss
function expresses these conditions:

loss(x, z, y′) = ‖clas(z, x)− y′‖22

+ λ1‖z‖+ λ2

K−1∑
t=1

|zt − zt+1| (1)

where x is original comment text, z contains bi-
nary flags representing non/selection of each word
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in x, (z, x) contains actual words selected to rati-
onale, y′ is correct output and K is the length of x
and also z respectively.

From the loss function we can see that the trai-
ning is based on a simple assumption that rationale
is a subset of words that clas classifies correctly.
If it is not classified correctly then the rationale is
probably incorrect. This way we can learn to ge-
nerate rationales without need to have word level
annotations. We would like to make the point that
training to generate these rationales is not done
to improve the classification performance. It uses
only the exact same data the classifier from Step
1 uses. Its only effect is to generate interpretable
rationales behind the decisions classifier takes.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Dataset

We used a proprietary dataset of more than 20 mil-
lion comments from a major Slovak news discus-
sion platform. Over the years a team of modera-
tors was considering reported comments and re-
moving the inappropriate ones while also selec-
ting a reason(s) from prepared list of possible dis-
cussion code violations. In this work we consi-
der only those that were flagged because of fol-
lowing reasons: insults, racism, profanity or spam.
The rest of the comments are considered approp-
riate. We split the dataset in train, validation and
test set where validation and test set both were ba-
lanced to contain 10,000 appropriate and 10,000
inappropriate comments. Rest of the dataset forms
the training set. Test and validation sets were sam-
pled from the most recent months. During the trai-
ning we balance it on batch level by supersampling
inappropriate comments.

Highlights test set. We did not have any annota-
tions on rationales in the dataset. We created a test
set by manually selecting words that should form
the rationales in randomly picked 100 comments.
This way we created a test set containing 3,600
annotated words.

Word embeddings. We trained our own fast-
Text embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) on our
dataset. These take into account character level in-
formation and are therefore suitable for inflected
languages (such as Slovak) and online discussions
where lots of grammatical and typing errors occur.

4.2 Inappropriate comments detection

We performed a hyperparameter grid search with
our method. We experimented with different re-
current cells (RCNN and LSTM), depth (2, 3), hid-
den size (200, 300, 500), bi-directional RNN and
in the case of RCNN also with cell order (2, 4). We
also trained several non-neural methods for com-
parison. Results from this experiment are marked
in Table 1. We measure accuracy as well as ave-
rage precision (AP). The best results were achie-
ved by bi-directional 2-layer RCNN with hidden
size 300 and order 2. Deep neural network mo-
dels outperform feature based models by almost
10% of accuracy. RCNN achieves results similar
to LSTM but with approximately 8.5 times less
parameters.

The results here might be significantly affec-
ted by noisy data. During the years many inapp-
ropriate comments went unnoticed and many app-
ropriate comments were blocked if they were in
inappropriate threads. Qualitative interviews we
carried out with moderators indicate that our ac-
curacy might be a bit higher.

We observed that model was the most confident
about insulting and offensive comments. Thanks
to sub-word based word embeddings the model
can find profanities even when some characters
within are replaced with numbers (e.g. 1nsult ins-
tead of insult) or there are arbitrary characters in-
serted into the word (e.g. i..n..s..u..l..t instead of
insult.

To better understand the impact of this classi-
fier we plotted its results using ROC curve in Fi-
gure 1. Here we can see how many comments a
moderator needs to read to find certain percentile
of inappropriate ones. E.g. when looking for 80%
of inappropriate comments, only 20% of reviewed
comments will be falsely flagged by the model.

4.3 Highlighting inappropriate parts

gen and clas are implemented as recurrent neural
networks with RCNN cells. gen is a bi-directional
2-layer RCNN with hidden size equal 200 and or-
der equal 2. Z-layer is realized as unidirectional
RNN with hidden size equal 30. clas is an uni-
directional 2-layer RCNN with hidden size equal
200 and order equal 2. For regularization hyper-
parameters we found values λ1 ∈ [5 × 10−4, 3 ×
10−3] and λ2 ∈ [2λ1, 4λ1] to perform well.

We observed a significant instability during the
training caused by formulation of our loss func-
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Figure 1: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of
different models. We plot only one neural based solu-
tion as they almost completely overlap.

Model # params % acc AUC
LDA (75 topics) - 63.2 0.684
LSA (300 topics) - 66.2 -
TF-IDF - 68.8 0.754
2-gram TF-IDF - 70.1 0.766
Unidir. RCNN 0.6M 79.0 0.870
Unidir. LSTM 3.3M 78.9 0.872
Bi-dir. RCNN 1.7M 79.4 0.872
Bi-dir. LSTM 14.6M 79.4 0.875

Table 1: Comparison of test set performance of mul-
tiple classification models. Baseline models (first four)
use various text representations that are classified by
boosted decision trees (1,000 trees) (Freund and Scha-
pire, 1995).

tion. The model would often converge to a state
where it would pick all the words or no words at
all. Especially the cases when the model started to
pick all the words proved to be impossible to over-
come. In such cases we restarted the training from
a different seed what increased the probability of a
model converging successfully by a factor of five.

We evaluated following metrics of our models:

• Precision – how many of selected words were
actually part of golden inappropriate data.
Correct selection of words is a prerequisite
for saving moderators’ time. Recall is not
very important as we do not need to select
all the inappropriate parts. One part is usually
enough for the moderators to block a com-
ment.

• Rationale length – the proportion of words
selected into rationale. It is important to mea-

Figure 2: Test set performance of models highlighting
inappropriate parts in comments.

sure this metric as we want our model to only
pick a handful of strongly predictive words.

We compare our proposed model with the mo-
del based on first-derivative saliency (Li et al.,
2016a). The comparison of models is shown in
Figure 2. We can see that with length reduction
the precision grows as expected. Our best models
achieve a precision of nearly 90% while selecting
10–15% of words. We consider this to be very
good result. Our method outperforms the saliency
based one and also produces less scattered rationa-
les. By this we mean that the average length of a
segment of subsequently selected words is 2.5 for
our method, but only 1.5 for saliency-based met-
hod. Instead of picking individual words our mo-
del tries to pick longer segments.

5 Conclusion

Moderating online discussions is time consuming
error-prone activity. Major discussion platforms
have millions of users so they need huge teams of
moderators. We propose a method to speed up this
process and make it more reliable. The novelty of
our approach is in the application of a model inter-
pretation method in this domain.

Instead of simply marking the comment as
inappropriate, our method highlights the words
that made the model think so. This is significant
help for moderators as they can now read only
small part of comment instead of its whole text.
We believe that our method can significantly speed
up the moderation process and user study is under-
way to confirm this hypothesis.

We evaluated our model on dataset from a major
Slovak news discussion platform with more than
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20 million comments. Results are encouraging as
we were able to obtain good results on inapprop-
riate comments detection task. We also obtained
good results (nearly 90% precision) when high-
lighting inappropriate parts of these comments.

In the future we plan to improve the evaluation
of highlighting. Instead of measuring the global
precision, we plan to analyze how well it performs
with various types of inappropriateness, such as
racism, insults or spam. We are also looking into
the possibility of incorporating additional data into
our algorithm – other comments from the same th-
read, article for which the comments are created
or even user profiles. These could help us improve
our results or even detect the possibility of antiso-
cial behavior before it even happens.
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